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Acknowledgement of Country
The Germinate Collective and the Australian Student Environment Network
acknowledge and pay respect to the Indigenous nations and traditional caretakers
of this land past, present and future.
More than 500 Indigenous nations shared this land for over 60 000 years before invasion.
We recognize the sovereignty of every Indigenous nation on this continent.
We express solidarity and continued commitment to working with Indigenous peoples
both in Australia and around the world in ongoing struggles for land rights, selfdetermination, sovereignty and the recognition of past injustices. Sovereignty was
never ceded.
This magazine was compiled on the land of the Eora and Wurundjeri people, and
printed on the land of the Eora people. Submissions have come from different nations
all over the continent.
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EDITORIAL
Hello,
As we cast an eye to the year
ahead, we ﬁnd ourselves analysing
the signiﬁcance of the one that has
passed. 2011 saw the reemergence
of activism and the occupation of
mainstream spaces, ‘legitimising’
spaces within which activism and
social justice advocates campaign,
epitomized by Time magazine’s
choice for Person of the Year 2012:
‘The Protestor’.
The protests of 2011
themselves cross
continents and mediums
of communication.
From Los Indignados
in Spain to Occupy Wall
Street, the movements
have been practicing nonhierarchical organising on a mass
scale and moving politics from
a sport practiced behind closed
doors and visible only through the
ﬂicker and spin of mass media, to a
process that we can all engage with.
The Arab Spring, which arguably
provided the catalyst for many
western protests, continues to
change the international political
landscape. The ‘legitimisation’
of activism through mainstream
media has seen advocates for
change, as individuals and part of a
broader group, jump cautiously into
the spotlight in a debate that all too
often speaks about us, not with us.
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So we look upon 2012 with
a hopeful glimmer of interest.
Around us is a hotbed of
societal reevaluations, laying
the foundations for a powerful
readjustment of discursive
spaces. We take responsibility
for the compromises, hurdles
and competing interests that
emerge. What better way to
build upon these shifting plates
of societal norms, than
with articles that take
a critical look at the
interconnections,
campaigns and jagged
boundaries that
form the Australian
environmental movement?
In this issue Else looks at
the connections between the Occupy
and environment movements
while Jess takes a mythbusting
mallet to greenwash in the paper
industry. Fergus reevaluates
the dissemination of knowledge,
particularly of scientiﬁc knowledge,
as valuable through unconventional
mediums. Laura recounts a
formative two month walk away
from uranium mining. Hanabeth
assesses the impact of coal seam gas
mining on communities, while Cristel
visits the gas hub blockade site at
Walmadan, James Price Point WA.
Just like the year past, the last
few months for Germinate have >
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been challenging and chaotic. Both
the Winter and Summer editions of
the zine this year began with new
Germinate collectives, and for
both editions the collective
diminished as the semester
progressed. For this edition
we were unable to ﬁnd enough
funding to print as many copies
as we had hoped, so we are asking
each Uni enviro collective to help
us to distribute more widely by
photocopying pages and sharing
the magazine online. Just as
circumstances have challenged us,
they have also pushed us to ﬁnd
creative and unusual solutions.
And so you ﬁnd this edition to be
an eclectic mix of design styles,
sourced from designers all over the
continent who put up their hands
at our call for help shortly before
our print deadline.
Thanks very much for reading.
As always, Germinate welcomes all
submissions, expressions of interest
regarding sponsorship from socially
responsible organizations, and any
contribution of time, knowledge,
or advice. Find us at: germinate@
asen.org.au.
Enjoy the summer!

Germinate is the bi-annual publication
of the Australian Students Environment
Network (ASEN). Through Germinate,
we inform readers of issues and
campaigns, relect on movements for
change, and facilitate communication
amongst grassroots student activists
throughout Australia and beyond.
We welcome submissions from
motivated and interested individuals
on wicked actions, skills, campaigns,
as well as graphics, photos, poems,
recipes, comics, arty stuff, strategic
campaign relections and anything else.
Ideally, articles amount to less than
1000 words.
Customisable advertising features
for environmentally and socially just
organisations are available on request.
Reach us at: germinate@asen.org.au

The Summer 2012 Germinate
Editorial Crew: Else Kennedy
and Hugo Unwin.
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CONVENOR S
REPORTBACK
National Convenor, 2011
Australian Student Environment Network
Jarred Sferruzzi
This year I’ve had the ridiculous
privilege of being able to travel
across the many sovereign nations
of Australia visiting, working, skillsharing and generally organising
with collectives.

I’m trying to...

Support individuals and collectives
with campaigns and issues that are
important to them. Trying to kick
start ASEN’s momentum again and
(in the most shallowest of ways)
promote ASEN while making a
complete idiot of myself at the
same time. I spent a lot of last year
working on ASEN’s image within
collectives so that they would feel
as if it is not some foreign
organisation, but is in fact a
network to which they belong and
indeed have control over.

I struggle with...

Seeing the ridiculous amount of
amazing work people are doing in
their collectives and communities
but being somewhat terrible at
sharing that information with
others. I’ve also been struggling
with trying to keep my own
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motivation going. As with most
people who are involved in grass
roots groups, at times in can get
quite overwhelming seeing the
amount of destruction and injustice
that continues to happen yet feeling
utterly helpless to stop it.
Last year I also did a lot more
reading around environmental
movements and the rise of the
eNGO ‘sector’ and have become
much more frustrated with the
current state of affairs. The
level of corruption (both moral
and sometimes ﬁnancial) within
mainstream eNGOs has caused
me to immediately present a
barrier when approached by any
large organisations. At times this
may have proven useful, however
I feel that at other times this
created situations where there
could have been some genuine
critical discussions, but instead
communications ended not long
after they began.

I’m inspired by...

It may sound corny, but what keeps
me going and gets me inspired is >
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visiting and talking with individuals
in collectives about love, life and
politics. Seeing how much energy
they are dedicating to organising
without any expectation of reward
or congratulations truly inspires me.
SoS is also another huge inspiration
for me, especially seeing as how
this is the second year in a row in
which it will be in a non-city campus.
Speaking of that as well, getting to
spend time in Albury and Bendigo
was such an amazing experience.
Seeing how these collectives have
such strong networks within their
Universities, but also within the
wider community. I honestly feel/
hope that ASEN’s future will rely
less on the city based collectives and
that more inﬂuence will come from
non-city based collectives.
I ﬁnally want to give a big thank
you to everyone who has supported
me this year. To anyone who let
me stay at your house, let me eat
your food, picked me up early in
the morning, took me out for late
night adventures, took semi-naked
photos for a calendar, laughed at my
poor jokes, gave me a hug, didn’t get
frustrated at me when I asked too
much, came to National Councils,
agreed to a dumb idea I had and any
other help people have provided
me THANK YOU! I couldn’t have
achieved anything without you.

The Australian Student Environment
Network is a national network of
students active on environmental justice
issues. Active members are involved in
the state environment networks, as well
as local environment collectives.
We are a non-hierarchical grassroots
network, directed by our members.
ASEN is driven by a constantly evolving
ethos, determined by members’ foci in
collectives and communities.
Students harness this dynamic network
to organize local campaigns, share
information and resources, coordinate
national campaigns such as climate
change and anti-nuclear, and collaborate
with indigenous peoples for sovereignty
and an end to genocide.
We direct our energies, involve new
students, and empower our generation
to uproot environmental injustice and
create remarkable communities and
social change!

jarred@asen.org.au
www.asen.org.au
0434 869 088
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A DVERTO RI A L

All of the big four Australian banks are helping to ﬁnance coal
projects in Australia and overseas. An increasing issue is that
of coal exports.
There are big plans ahead for massive coal mines like those in
the Galilee Basin
which will have dire ramiﬁcations for the global climate.
• Each mine proposed in the Galilee Basin is larger than the
biggest existing
coal mine in Australia.
• The carbon pollution from burning the coal produced by just
one of these
mines is equivalent to 16% of Australia’s current emissions,
26.9 million
extra cars on the road, or 7.6 million additional households.
• Plans include a rail line that would unlock 375m tonnes of
new coal
production each year on top of Australia’s existing 283m tonnes
p.a.
For more info see: http://www.greenpeace.org/australia/en/new
s/climate/
Mega-mine-Mega-disaster.
Some of the big banks are getting ready to ﬁnance these project
s. Given the
increased corporatisation of tertiary education in Australia,
you don’t have
to look too far to ﬁnd the banks on your campus. Whether it’s
the branch that
clubs and societies bank with, a stall at o-week giving out brande
d stress balls,
a recruiter at careers fairs and postgraduate expos, a guest speake
r in the
business and ﬁnance department, a sponsored building or a course
program.
At Sydney University, the student cards are even bank brande
d debit cards.
We can confront coal power stations and coal exports on campus
by
confronting the banks that ﬁnance it!
For more information see www.greenpeace.org.au or contact
Erland Howden: ehowden@greenpeace.org or 0408 255 583.

...the land holds us
18 t
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Under the Federal Government’s Northern Territory Emergency
Intervention and the NT government’s Working Future policy, 21
designated NT ‘hub centres’ or ‘growth centres’ will become “properly
planned and designed towns, with services, buildings, facilities and
infrastructure like any other country town in Australia. These towns
will become the economic and service delivery centres for their regions.”
This development will come at the expense of homelands, which will
see a withdrawal of essential services, effectively forcing families to
abandon their traditional lands and move into larger towns and cities.
The following is an edited extract of the foreword from Amnesty
International’s report ‘The land holds us’: Aboriginal peoples’ rights
to traditional homelands by Rosalie Kunoth-Monks (pictured),
an Amatjere woman from Utopia, NT.

I CAN LOOK BACK over 70 years on this
part of the land. There was a richness
of the relationships between people so
you felt never alone. You felt secure,
you felt you belonged. You also felt,
from an early age, your responsibility,
not only to the ora and fauna but to
the song lines which tied you to the
land. The land, we always said pmerel
atnyenem, we never said pmer nhenh
tha atnyenem. That means, country
owns or holds you, not you holding the
country and becoming master of the
land. The land was your mother, your
father and everything else.

Jump forward from that, this country
here, it became a cattle station.
Aboriginal people lived still on land,
they say today, from eternity. They never
moved away from here, the songs are
intact; the country more or less is intact.
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In the 1970s it was purchased by the
government on behalf of Aboriginal
people. We then became aware of
Aboriginal Affairs really having an
impact on our culture. People started
feeling second grade and degraded.
Into this scenario came all the rules and
regulations of being funded. Into that
came being destabilised for the rst
time for centuries. Into that came the
awareness there were other places, and
also came access to alcohol and other
substance abuse.
We became aware of the racist attitudes.
On this land we had never felt deprived
or poor. One of the most remarkable
things my mother’s sister said to me, in
the 1980s when she was visiting Alice
Springs for the rst time in her life and
she didn’t like it, she said, ‘I feel poor
and naked in this town’. >
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Somehow at Utopia this seemed to
have happened more slowly, simply
because the things we needed were still
on our lands. We still felt the strength
and the security of our law and order,
even as late as the 1990s. By this time
we had established homelands which
we still live on now, within the lease
of Urapuntja.
Fast forward to 2007, we had the visit
from departmental staff, the army, and
the police. I clearly recall the day when
the people came and told us we were
now under the Intervention.
We didn’t know what the Intervention
was. Suddenly there was a policy in
the Northern Territory that took away
our rights, and on top of that they also
wanted to take away our land, through
what they called a lease. I can still hear
Lena Pwerl, one of our ladies, yelling
out, ‘No lease, no lease, not for one
minute, not for one second, no lease,
this is our land’.
So 2007 was a huge thing. It was
assault. Assault to such an extent that
it traumatised all of us, we looked
around to see what made sense. What
made sense was at all costs to hang
onto the land. By 2008 it became so
unbearable that I remember absolutely
reeling in shock, and it appeared to
me like we were made enemies of the
state, or of our country. We had not
been in an aggressive relationship
with anyone throughout the world,
let alone in Australia, let alone in the
Northern Territory.
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As we go into 2012, we realise that
the Racial Discrimination Act was
removed by the government so they
could put us under what they termed
the Intervention. We see that there
are certain Aboriginal communities
earmarked as growth towns. Let me
assure anybody who cares for the
Aboriginal people of Australia that once
we are moved from our place of origin,
we will not only lose our identity, we
will die a traumatised tragic end.
The fact is our body paint cannot be
put on by just anyone, or just anywhere
or on anybody’s country. We only
can do that on our land. We cannot
have identity if we are put into these
reservations that are now called growth
towns because we will not only be
second-class, we will become thirdclass, nonexistent human beings.
This is a tragedy that is unfolding
through the policies of an uncaring
government. We must stop this, and we
must remain on our country. It seems
sentimental and - I can’t nd the other
word in English - about attachment to
the land. It’s not attachment to the land,
it’s survival of a cultural practice that
is still alive in spite of what has been
thrown at it.
The country is our lifeblood; that
land which might just be lled with
spinifex has a depth that the majority
of Australian brothers and sisters don’t
understand, and it’s so fragile. We need
to stop the destruction of the oldest
living culture in Australia.
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Drawing by Rahkel bose
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ENTER TONY BURKE,
EXIT HERITAGE LISTING
and ENTER 20 MINES IN
THE TARKINE TASMANIA
LAST YEAR (2010) Federal Environment

Minister, Tony Burke, allowed the
Tarkine’s emergency listing for National
Heritage to lapse. Now 56 very invasive
mining exploration licenses occupy
the Tarkine area. On top of that, at
least 10 open cut mines are proposed,
one of which will include a 3.5km by
3km disturbance area (equivalent of
420 Melbourne Cricket Grounds and a
220m depth being over twice the height
of the Sydney Harbour Bridge) as well
as an open cut mine 5km long with
multiple parallel open cut pits, courtesy
of WA’s Venture Minerals. Even though
historically there has been smaller scale
mining in the Tarkine area, it will be
NOTHING compared to the large scale
Pilbara-style mining that is to come. The
Tarkine National Coalition and other
groups have lodged another emergency
listing for the Tarkine to head off mining
and associated damage (ie: roads and
heavy vehicles) which may further harm
the critically endangered local Tasmanian
devil population as well as 55 other
threatened species in the area.
Venture Minerals’ main open cut site
will be at Mount Lindsay, an area of pure
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Myrtle and Sassafras rainforest which
signies an environment untouched
by re and logging. They are currently
doing diamond tip drilling to collect core
samples of the second largest untapped
tin deposit in the world. They say that
the mine would employ 200 people
in its 20 year operation and cost $150
million to develop. This is dwarfed by the
estimated $4 billion worth of minerals
the company seeks to dig up.
The Old-growth rain forest tree
species, including Myrtles (growing up to
50m tall, 4m in diameter, and many older
than 500 years), Sassafras, Blackwood,
Huon Pine (growing by 2mm per year,
living up to 10 000 years, making it
the slowest growing and oldest tree IN
THE WORLD) and many more, provide
a dense canopy and open under story
habitats. The forests are typically carpeted
by a vast array of mosses, lichens, fungi
and ferns, resembling exquisite and
well-tended botanical gardens. >
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EXIT ENDANGERED SPECIES
THE TARKINE IS home to 56 threatened

and endangered animal species, such as
the Giant Freshwater Craysh (Astacopsis
gouldi) - the world’s largest freshwater
invertebrate (growing up to 1m in length
and living up to 40 years). The existence
of the Giant Craysh or Tayatea as it is
known by its Aboriginal name, is highly
dependent on undisturbed old-growth
forest adjacent to its riverine habitat. Its
optimum habitat is deep shaded water
clear of siltation and sediment, with a
suitable water temperature.
Environmental scientist Professor
Hamish McCallum has suggested that
roading for the new mining could have
a tenfold increase in roadkill of the
endangered Tasmanian devil. We can also
expect a much faster spread of the deadly
Devil Facial-Tumour Disease which has
so far claimed 84% of the Tasmanian
Devil Population. The Tarkine currently
hosts the least affected Devil population.
In the absence of a National Heritage
Listing, Minister Burke can legally
disregard the impacts of the mines on
the rainforest, the 25 watercourses to be
disrupted, or the recognised wilderness
values of the area in environmental
assessments. The Tasmanian Tarkine
region is an area of international
signicance which satises all 4 criteria
of World Heritage listing for its natural
values as well as several cultural criteria.
The area’s ecological, cultural and
tourism values combine to powerfully
justify its long term protection as a
National Park and World heritage area.
Tasmania’s Tarkine region could rival
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the Kimberley, Kakadu and Daintree as
Australia’s premier wilderness tourism
destination, generating 1100 jobs and
$58M a year within the next decade.
The extensive rainforests, river gorges,
buttongrass mountain tops, owering
heathlands and long wild beaches combine
to make the Tarkine one of the world’s
greatest treasures. This extraordinary
icon will be lost for ever if we don’t take
action now. We are at the most critical
stage of the process where at least two of
the companies proposed mines (Venture
Minerals and Shree) will be assessed for
approval at the end of 2011-2012.

Some options to help
t Talk to friends about the issue.
t Sign Getup’s online petition to call
Tony Burke to the Tarkine.

t Write your own letter to Tony Burke.
t Write a letter to the editor of local
papers in your area about the issue.

t Look out for campaigns about the
issue and help if you can.

by Karlien Van Rooyen
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C OAL SEAM GAS
I bECAME INvolvEd in the coal seam gas
(CSG) issue around the time I started a
Thesis on social change. I found out about
the CSG industry at a Gasland showing
in byron bay presented by dayne Prazky,
back in March this year. Following the ilm
I felt shell-shocked & incredibly sad, so on
the way home I stopped to buy chocolate,
where I bumped into dayne who kindly
agreed to an interview and told me to
come and see the gas ields for myself.
A few weekends and a six-hour drive
later I had the opportunity to speak with
many Chinchilla residents watching the
Mayday parade, which was followed by a
group of about eighty protesters.
I met a young man who had a gas well
drilled on his families’ land. He stated:
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‘Nothing’s happened yet, so why should
we think that anything’s gonna happen to
our water?’
There were several residents who
were clearly in support of the protesters.
local resident Miss Kerr described
virgin timber including 2m wide ironbark trees that had been bulldozed
against her family’s wishes, yet they
had been powerless to stop any of the
developments. “I want people to open
their eyes,” she said.
A representative from Chinchilla
Rotary Club, Allen Jamison stated that his
view of the CSG mining is in “…a constant
state of re-evaluation”.
It was clear that the CSG mining was
already causing divisions within this >
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community, and my observation
was that all of those supporting
the industry were indeed receiving
inancial beneits. As the parade
reached the Town Fete the gates
were closed on the protesters,
with two mounted police standing
behind the gate, and Rotary Club
members in front (pictured right).

CHRIS AllEN HAd kept horses and lived

on his property in Kyogle for thirty-one
years before a gas well was placed across
the creek from his property: “If I wish to
build anything on my own land I have to
put in a dA which includes a notiication
to my neighbours. Nobody was notiied
at all until the well was put there. I can
see it from my deck in plain view: it’s
about 500 metres from my house…
This issue is going to divide communities
a lot more yet as one neighbour can let
them on and then you have a gas well on
your boundary. In the early stages there
was no education, people did not know
what they were letting themselves in for.
When you go out and educate yourself
it is quite terrifying.”
Another Kyogle farmer Garry Gilliland
stated that there had been claims by
the companies that there would be no
pumping stations precisely where his
neighbours had already been approached.
He said: “You can’t eat gas, it’s that
simple. They want to put the pipeline
right through our most productive
country…This is all about water: our
head waters are just up the road here
at lynches Creek, and we depend upon
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these aquifers for the farms and for
the towns… The boring rigs follow the
pipelines: that is what has happened
in Qld, it is inevitable: the mining
companies are lying.”
Uncle Harry and Mally from the
Ngrakwal Association expressed
dissatisfaction with government handling
of Indigenous affairs. Mally said: “It’s
communication (about the land) that gets
everything confused. It all comes back
to communication between people, and
from the government. The government
does not care at all, they just care about
money. We need to hold the government
accountable and ensure that there is
increased transparency.”
The ‘Wordle’ diagram opposite
shows a summary of concerns voiced
in interviews. The larger the word; the
more times that the word was used by
interviewees.
In the months that followed I watched
the movement grow, from what seemed
like dayne standing by himself and a
handful of protesters shaking the gate
in Chinchilla to 3,000 people marching
in Murwillumbah only a month later. The
Northern Rivers was now oficially aware
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of the issue: many concerned citizens
were coming together in groups new
and old. I interviewed many people on
their concerns about gas mining; what
they wished to see happen and what
they planned to do about it. I watched
more demonstrations take place in
brisbane, Casino, lismore, byron and at
broadbeach on the Gold Coast. They were
also happening in many other parts of the
country, and Sydney was starting to wake
up to the drilling set to take place in the
heart of its own suburbia.
becoming involved in the campaign
enabled me to develop a relationship
with the campaigners and gain a
greater depth of understanding. The
research has helped me to have a
greater awareness of social dynamics,
while exposing me to a wealth
of knowledge from the different
individuals involved. It was, however,
essential that I continually gave
myself time to stand back and relect
on the situation, on my actions and on
those of others, which is a key feature
of the action research approach. Some
may claim that this could compromise
my objectivity, which is why my
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research was analysed using a variety of
frameworks. Nietzsche however would
argue that there is no such thing as a
truly objective person.
IN JUNE THE lock the Gate AGM was held
in Murwillumbah, which was an amazing
opportunity for groups from across the
country to share concerns, resources and
ideas. The organization has been growing
from strength to strength ever since. At
this time they took a decision to arrange
a national day of action on the issue.
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The Northern Rivers Alliance held
the irst regional meeting in August. It
was a simple process to set up an email
group which could then be used to share
ideas, resources and information freely.
I facilitated meetings using mind maps
for people to share ideas on what would
be our most effective course of action
region-wide. The key aim of the national
day was to have a uniied purpose to
protect our water, state that we did not
want coal-seam gas, and to make it clear
that instead we wish for sustainable
energy now. It was a huge success, with at
least 25,000 people marching nationally.
I focused my own efforts for the
national day on a letter-writing campaign
to our Premier barry o’Farrell. I was
lucky that lennox Head Post ofice let
me buy 1,000 stamps and envelopes,
giving me the chance to bring them back
if the idea did not come to fruition, but it
did. We printed out 1,000 address labels
and a basic template which allowed
people to write as much or as little as
they wished (one person was writing
for almost an hour!). Helped by a few
friends we managed to get 1,000 letters
about CSG written and posted to barry
o’Farrell outside the beach Hotel at
3pm. We had a great photo published
with a story in the Northern Star of
all the people holding up their letters
together. It is a very visual, accessible
and practical way for communities to
voice their concerns on serious issues
such as coal-seam gas mining, and my
hope is that this idea can be used again
in the future.
Three weekends later twenty of
us from the Northern Rivers Alliance
managed to letter-box drop every house
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in Casino in just three hours to invite them
to an information evening. once again it
was amazing what just a few committed
individuals can achieve.
The movement has not been without
its challenges. Many of the people
involved are fearful about the future of
Australia, and fear makes people act
in strange ways. They know that the
deals have already been made by our
governments, however they have deepseated concerns for the safety of our
natural resources; our children’s water
supply; our land rights and our beautiful
Australian Environment. They know it is
worth standing up for, and no-one I’ve
seen is showing signs of sitting back any
time soon.
I have been most inspired by some
of the young people involved who have
seen some negative interactions and
have stated to me: ‘We would love
this movement to be positive and
empowering, to be about the world we
wish to see, not about fear.’
I have noticed their determination to
ensure that at every step we walk the
talk and are as sustainable as we can
be – that way the movement has true
integrity. They have so many great ideas
of how to involve people through culture
such as art shows and music. These
guys are operating from love, not fear,
and I cannot agree with this approach
more. If we wish to create a sustainable
social movement it needs to have a
clear vision of what we wish to create,
what we are aiming for, and we need to
be that change (and why can’t a social
movement be fun too?).
by Hanabeth Luke
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Dear front-liners,
This letter is a criticism of
the front-lining method of
fundraising for non-for-proﬁt
advocacy based organisations,
something that is potentially
n
damaging our causes more tha
m.
the
ting
it is suppor
We need diverse of strategies
n
and organisations, that envisio
g
brin
to
nge
cha
of
the kinds
et
justice to the people and plan
and
cal
logi
ideo
by
ed
oppress
institutional destruction.
History tells us that social
movements can bring about
great changes, fuelled by
grassroots momentum that
comes from all citizens, not just
the educated and ideological.

This may be because many
in
NGOs have become caught up
ng
acti
a sustained strategy of
y
within boundaries of what the
lt,
think possible. As a resu
campaign after campaign has
pushed for the next baby step
e.
for an organisation’s focus issu
’s
Often professional paid activist
its
gh
work hours easily outwei
member’s work hours, their
er
roles focussing on policy rath
e
tak
to
than empowering people
ept
acc
action. Organisations
volunteers but treat them as
m
ofﬁce interns, fail to train the
ir
the
and fail to decentralise
movement and the campaigns
they run. As a result we don’t
have a grassroots movement.

We know that our movement
for justice needs to engage and
empower our entire society to
bring about a truly democratic
revolution of our social,
economic and environmental
systems. Unfortunately we
have been pursuing a strategy
of incremental change for
the entire life time of the
environmental movement.
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Additionally, local groups
they
struggle for funding because
ion
gnit
reco
don’t have the brand
on
lati
umu
or decades of asset acc
y
the
like the big NGO’s. Yet
are doing the most important
of
work of building a movement
nge
cha
and
organisers, activists
w
makers to decentralise and gro
our movement.
When we try to raise money by
hassling people on the streets
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we are teaching the status quo
to avoid us. To avoid the planet
that needs our help. This is
how people are starting to see
our movement: something that
wants our money either through
donation or government taxes.
Who would blame them for their
deepening distr ust?
People do care but they want to
contribute in a way that goes
beyond their pocket, they want
to have a say and they want
the skills they need to make a
difference. We could be on the
street recruiting people to come
to events (they could even be
fundraising events), trainings
and rallies.
Or even better we could be
organising in workplaces,
schools, universities, churches
and community centres. We need
to be seeking change in people’s
values and practices, not their
credit card donation directions.
The majority of front-liners
I have met are passionate,
idealistic and talented young
people. In decades past such
young people were the activists
leading administrative agitation,
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organising in unions, running
trainings, presenting in high
schools. But all too often frontliners are being taught that
front-lining is the best thing they
can do to campaign and you can
even get paid for it.... bonus!
If you are an idealistic young
person that needs a job and
is currently working as or
considering working as a
front- liner please consider
the follow questions:
About your organisation:
• What does the money you
raise contribute to?
• Is your organisation building
a movement?
• Is your organization
training people to take
action themselves?
• Do you want a job
fundraising or do you
want to be an activist?
Yours sincerely,
a concerned activist,
Ahri
ahriblu@hotmail.com
Ahri Tallon is an organiser
for the Australian Youth
Climate Coalition
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the

Green
,
Economy s
One
Percent
...lesson’s from Occupy
THIS ARTICLE IS an attempt to look at points of

convergence between the occupy movement and
environment movements in Australia and Internationally.
While the movements share members, theories of
organising, and common oppressors, other elements of
discourse are still attempting to reconcile, and there is
much they can learn from each other.
Mark Stemen, professor of Envionmental Issues at
Chico State University USA, has gained media coverage in
the US for his critique on the Occupy movement. “In the
context of the biotic community, we [humans] are the 1
percent.” He says. “The true 99 percent—the rest of life on
Earth—is struggling because of humans”.
“The caution on all of this (Occupy movement), is that
this is going to focus just on humanity. It’s a real concern
that we’re all starting to think that we can actually solve
this problem without worrying about the planet.”
However, non-hierarchical organisational structures
within Occupy mean that demands and debate within
the movement are in a constant state of evolution. In
recent months Environmentalists in the US have found >
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New Year’s Eve 2011: Occupy Sydney banner drop
a welcoming stage for ‘Occupy Earth’,
their take on the Occupy concept.
In Sydney, the Occupy encampment
at Martin Place has played host to
a fortnightly “free school” at which
workshops and skillshares on
community-owned and DIY renewable
energy have been run. And to some
extent Occupy Wall Street and the
countless other Occupy protests are
experiments in setting up off-the-grid
encampments with limited nances,
though it must be said they have access
to 21st-century technology, running
water and public toilets.
The interconnections between
social justice and sustainability run
throughout the occupy discourse.
During an Occupy Sydney community
renewal energy workshop, Ness argued
that Australia’s current energy system
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“is highly centralized and highly
dependent on fossil fuels like coal
which means that there is very powerful
players that have control over our
energy but also over our governments
that make decisions around those
centralized systems, which is why
community energy is interesting and
full of potential.” Increasing corporate
control across a broad range of
industries, corporate centralisation,
growth fetish and a culture of ‘prot
above people and planet’ are succinctly
and powerfully critiqued by many in
the movement.
Having unmasked the fallacy of
limitless growth, many within the
environment movement promote the
idea of a ‘green economy’, a concept
by which an economy is considered a
component of the ecosystem in which it
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Occupy Sydney protesters, Martin Place
resides, typically refering to economic
activities that are low carbon,
resource efcient and socially
inclusive. Apparently responding
to our demands, some of the world’s
biggest corporations are probing at
our soft ideological underbellies by
investing in the ‘green economy’.
Yet, as with many positive, social and
environmental based concepts, the
green economy is easily adopted for the
benet of those making decisions in our
name. In challenging the greenwash, we
can learn much from Occupy.
The ETC Group’s* new report “Who
Will Control the Green Economy?”
released in December during the UN
Rio+20 preparatory meetings in New
York, warns that the ‘green economy’
like other sectors, is controlled by
an elite minority and monopoly
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is increasing. Today the top 10
multinational seed companies control
73% of the world’s commercial seed
market, up from 37% in 1995 (p. 22).
The worlds 10 biggest pesticide rms
now control a whopping 90% of the
global 44 billion dollar pesticide market
(p.25). 10 forestry companies control
40% of the forestry market (p.31), 10
mining companies control a third of
the mining market (p. 29), the top ten
energy companies control a quarter of
the energy market (p.10) and the list
goes on.
New corporate convergences are
manifesting across diverse industry
sectors as large players position
themselves to dominate the Green
Economy. DuPont, already the world’s
second largest seed company and sixth
largest company in both pesticides
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OCCuPY MElbOuRNE,fiRST gENERAl ASSEMblY
and chemicals, is now a powerhouse in
plant-based materials, energy and food
ingredients while partnering with the
world’s third largest energy company
BP (pp. ii-iii). DuPont’s business plan
is not unique. Other major players
in seeds, pesticides, chemicals and
food – including Monsanto, Syngenta,
Dow, BASF and Unilever – are also
making strategic investments in
risky technologies and forming R&D
collaborations in hopes of turning plant
biomass into all kinds of high value
products – and prot.
Alberto Gomez of La Via Campesina,
laments that “Corporate control over our
food system threatens peasant farmers
around the world. We already produce
70% of the world’s food, but our ability to
do so in an agro-ecological way is being
undermined by…corporate control.”
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While the ‘Green Economy’ may
evoke iconic images of solar panels
and wind turbines, this is not actually
where corporate activity is focusing.
While non-hydro and non-nuclear
‘renewable’ energy is only a thin sliver
(1.8%) of global energy consumption almost all of this consists of harvesting
and burning biomass for energy and
fuels and now chemicals. The ETC
report shows how the major corporate
realignments in the new ‘Green
Economy’ are happening around plant
biomass (p.8-12, 18-21).
ETC argues that while seductive,
corporate convergences and new green
techno-xes are dangerous because they
will spur even greater concentration of
corporate power and unleash privately
owned technologies into communities
that have not been consulted about –
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Occupy Sydney placards ready for action
or prepared for – their impacts. They
argue that if the “Green Economy” is
imposed without full intergovernmental
debate and extensive involvement from
peoples’ organizations and civil society,
the Earth Summit to take place in
Rio de Janeiro 20-22 June 2012 risks
becoming the biggest Earth Grab in
more than 500 years.
The ideology of the Occupy movement
suggests an alternative to the tacit
acceptance of corporate greenwash. As
one of the activists involved in a New
Years Eve Occupy action in Sydney
stated, “the tactic of reclaiming spaces
for community benet represents an
opportunity for all of us to directly
engage in building the kind of world we
want to live in.” While some greenies
stand back and applaud as corporations
pretend to be tackling environmental
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issues for us, Occupy seems to have
had the veil lifted from its eyes. The
key is to reclaim - Occupy shows that
we don’t need to retreat to intentional
communities and off-grid hermitudes
in order to re-establish control over our
lives. Mark believes “Occupying is about
taking control of our own spaces and our
own lives. It is the antidote to despair.”
by Else Kennedy
Else Kennedy is a member of this editions
Germinate editing collective. She has been
involved in Occupy Sydney sporadically
since it set up camp in October.
*ETC Group is an international civil
society organisation based in Canada.
It is “dedicated to the conservation and
sustainable advancement of cultural and
ecological diversity and human rights”.
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looking for a recipe? just ask nan
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>

Whole Lotta Frackin’ Going On – Songs about Coal Seam Gas
by various artists

>

If All The Land Would Rise
by Ethan Miller and Kate boverman

Whole Lotta Frackin’
Going On – Songs
about Coal Seam Gas
by various Artists

‘Whole Lotta
Frackin’ Going
On’ is a
compilation
album featuring
14 songs, in a range of genres,
from musicians keen to alert
Australians about the dangers of
‘fracking’ – a process used in Coal
Seam Gas extractions.
Most submissions came from
artists in the Northern Rivers area
of New South Wales – next on the
mining companies’ exploration
agenda in Australia.
The CD is offered at cost as a
funds and awareness raiser to
environmental groups opposing
CSG mining.

Gasland
by Rhett brambleby

Heed the warning.
Taste of things to come.
Gasland is coming.
Coming soon to a place you love.
Behold the beautiful morning.
Stand up warriors green.
Battle lines keep forming.
Come now it’s time to lead.
Cause we’ve no time to stall,
now the market marches free.
And now the giant’s in our town
Go and test the water now.
Fracture and blast her
Drill down, poison the well
In the guise of energy saviour
All stamped with the dollars we hail

wholelottafrackingoingon.com

Oh precious twinkling stream
Old ocean deep and wide
Holy places near and far
Up for sale, sacred life

Gasland lyrics from Whole lotta Frackin’
Going on – Songs about Coal Seam Gas,
released 12 August 2011.

And with no sense to appeal to
Should we just take that deal
And will another warning fade
With all our cries and the money
that’s made.
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If All The Land
Would Rise
by Ethan Miller and Kate boverman

Ethan and Kate’s
songs and music
are gorgeous,
heartfelt, gentle
and deeply
powerful, with
the album moving from the
riotous to the reﬂective. They are
not just feel-good folk songs; they
are educational, inspiring and send
a rhythm through your feet that
makes you want to dance on the
fallen fences and meeting rooms of
those making decisions in our name.
Ethan and Kate say “We see our
music as … a spark thrown into
the fuel of our collective yearnings
for more just, joyful and digniﬁed
worlds. Inspired by a long tradition
of political singing and songwriting,
our songs speak from an ongoing
commitment to struggles for social,
ecological and economic justice.”
Ethan and Kate aren’t just singing
their politics – all materials were
either made from 100% recycled
material or printed from vegetable
ink (except the CD, of course) and
the songs are not copyrighted, so
we can sing ‘em without paying
royalties. You can also download
them for free at riotfolk.org, a
collective of which Ethan and Kate
are members. Riot Folk describe
themselves as “a mutual aid
collective of radical folk musicians,
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participating in and supporting
movements for social, economic and
ecological liberation.” Payments
for a cd are made on a sliding scale
– they ask for between ﬁve and 20
dollars and leave it up to you.

Clearcut
I feel like I’m clearcut
I feel like my rivers have run dry
And I’m raw beneath the open sky
And the rain, when it comes
Will carry me away in a landslide

White Lies
Shame hangs its head and guilt
tries to run
But complicity demands we
undo what’s been done
Name our history, ﬁnd the
courage to rise
Shout it out loud, with bold
angry cries –
No more white lies!

Ethan and Kate
Clearcut and White lies lyrics from
If All The land Would rise, released in 2005.
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Unfinished Business

re
business to deal with here, the
While we may have unﬁnished
e
hav
ple
peo
Our
ld.
wor
the
over
is still even more to be done all
y
rs now, and have brought to man
traveled the globe for many yea
as
time now passed. It is up to us,
people an understanding of a
g
brin
to
it,
spir
bow
rain
red
the sac
keepers of the dreamtime and
the
Ear th. Corporations around
nature back to the people of this
of our precious wild world, and
world are eroding what is left
y
for them to pillage at will. Man
turning it into a free market
is these
it
and
ia,
tral
Aus
in
e
her
based
multinational companies are
it can
le head on, to show the world
corporations which we can tack
ple
e taken our land, killed our peo
be done. These companies hav
t.
and polluted our environmen
m know
back what is ours, and let the
It is time to ﬁght back, to take
now,
rent any more. If we do not act
they can not have our lives for
lost
nce, and what we love will be
we will never have another cha
tears.
so much terror, blood, sweat and
forever. Our people have seen
our
so long, that it is testament to
Our dignity has been taken for
every
that we are all here today. For
power that some remains, and
lie,
a
their home and forced to live
child that has been taken from
ry
eve
d for her child in the night, for
for every mother that has crie
th, we will seek justice.
father who was worked to dea
and justice alone will set us free
Justice can bring our joy back,
ple today do not understand
from persecution. Too many peo
our
we seek a treaty, why we seek
why we seek an apology, why
ians’, who have been arriving
sovereignty. These ‘New Austral
eve
k ﬁrst invaded in 1770, now beli
here since Captain James Coo
them,
them, that we have attacked
that we have taken land from
way of life. They do not see our
that we have threatened their
for
re, and not one of them cares
history, they do not see our futu
our present.
Diane Mospan
National Elders Council
December 2011
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THANK YOU
Big thanks to our sponsors!

and

Sydney Uni
Environment Collective
Hugo My involvement in the

completion of this Germinate is
indebted to a number of people.
Else has been a constant source
of invaluable guidance as my
fellow Germinate collective
member, her commitment and
focus always inspiriting me.
Inspiration was also drawn from
the authors whose work enlivens
these pages. I thank them for
informing us with thoughtful
and engaging pieces. Finally,
I express my utmost gratitude
to Fred, Alex and Nathan, my
family who has provided seemingly
inexhaustible support throughout
all my endeavours.

Else Big thanks to all the

graphic designers who brought
this zine together, especially
Phuong and Lisa for their
enormous last minute efforts.
Hugo, for your commitment and all
your wise words - in particular
talking me out of spending my
life savings on getting Germinate
printed. And all the contributors
for your stories and dreams. I
love you all!
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